Living the Shorthorn Life
Gerald and Grant Alexander make a living doing
what they love – raising Shorthorn cattle
by Deb Hoge

A

ccording to Grant Alexander,
not many people get the opportunity to spend their lifetime
doing the only thing they have ever
wanted to do.
“Some of my earliest memories consist of working with Shorthorn cattle
on our farm,” Grant shares. “I must
have caught the Shorthorn bug at a
very early age as I can never remember
the red, white and roan not being part
of my life.”
Horseshoe Creek History
Shorthorn cattle have been the focus
of Horseshoe Creek Farms of Weyburn,
Sask., Can., almost since it’s inception.
James and Alicia Alexander homesteaded the land in 1903 after boarding a
train west from Manitoba on their wedding night. They had heard of a homestead available which had a creek running through it and after arriving decided to settle and raise a family.
“I often marvel at the fortitude these
pioneer people must have possessed,”
Grant says explaining his grandparents
had 12 children. The oldest three died
within a three week period.

Shorthorn cattle arrived soon after
they settled with the first registered
Shorthorns arriving in 1917.
“I doubt if he had any idea of what
he was starting,” Grant comments
adding that from the time these cattle
arrived, breeding registered Shorthorns
has been their main purpose and which
they have now been doing for over 90
years.
Horseshoe Creek’s dedication to
Shorthorn cattle proved to be successful, even early in their efforts. His
grandparents showed Shorthorns at
many local fairs and exhibitions and
were regular consignors to the Regina
Bull Sale, one of the largest all breed
bulls sales in the world. In 1930, James
won both the Grand and Reserve
Grand Champion Shorthorn Bull, a
feat which took many decades to be accomplished again by a single breeder.
Expanding the Program
Grant’s father, Gerald, was the
youngest son born to James and Alicia
and he purchased the farm upon their
retirement in 1947. Grant joined his father full-time after graduating from col-

lege in 1972. A third member of the
partnership was added when Grant and
Chris were married.
“Today, my Dad and I still work together. Dad will be 85 this July, but still
is very active in the day-to-day farm
work,” Grant adds.
After returning from college, the two
Alexander men tried unsuccessfully to
purchase more farmland. So instead
they opted to build a 1,000 head feedlot, expand their Shorthorn herd and
begin a production sale. Since 1980,
they have held 21 production sales on
their own or in partnership with other
Shorthorn breeders. As a result, they
have sold breeding stock into 9 Canadian provinces and 29 US states.
During the late 70s and early 80s,
the Horseshoe Creek cowherd swelled
to over 350 females. Over the years,
they have also developed purebred
herds of Maine-Anjou, Simmental,
Charolais and Horned Hereford and
experimented with using different
breeds on their Shorthorn and Shorthorn cross cows.
“The greatest lesson we learned during this period of time was a real appre-

Grant, Chris and Gerald
Alexander own and operate
Horseshoe Creek Farms,
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southern Saskatchewan,
just 30 miles north of the
Montana/North Dakota
border.

ciation for the Shorthorn cow,” Grant
shares. “I became convinced that the
Shorthorn cow was the most underrated maternal machine in the beef industry.”
The early years of Gerald and Grant’s
partnership and their years of feeding
cattle was a time of “great learning
about all things cattle, and the greatest
education” Grant ever received.
“There are great cattle in the show
ring that will work anywhere, but some
don’t,” Grant shares adding that the
show ring is still important and Horseshoe Creek will continue to show cattle.
The Canadian Western Agribition has
historically been an vital event for them
and they have also made a few trips to
Denver to compete.
“Denver, both in the yards and on
the hill, is an excellent place to compare
and find bulls and to rub shoulders see what cattlemen are doing and
thinking.”
“We had cattle from virtually every
breed pass through our feedlot and we
got to see the good and bad of each,”
Grant explains. “This period of time
completely changed my thinking and

appraisal of what was a good animal.”
Prior to feeding cattle, Grant admits
they chased a lot of fads and fancies
and wanted cattle to win in the show
ring. After feeding cattle they learned
which cattle worked and which ones
wouldn’t.
“We did extensive carcass evaluation
and we found that many of the era’s
popular Shorthorn bloodlines simply
did not have good enough carcass characteristics,” Grant states. “Many of the
Shorthorns had rib eye areas of eight to
10 square inches. We started to look for
some Shorthorn sires that could improve this.”
The first bull to provide improvement in their carcass data was Ready
Go, a bull purchased at the 1976 National Polled Shorthorn Congress at a
then record price of $5,100.
“Ready Go was the first bull we
owned that we were able to sell over
$10,000 of semen on before his first
calf was born on the farm,” Grant comments. Semen sales also gave the
Alexanders an international presence as
800 straws were sold to Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil.

“A South African breeder traveling
through North America looking for a
sire, selected Ready Go and we sent
300 straws to be used in his herd. Even
though it’s been 34 years since we purchased Ready Go, we still sell semen
from him every year. His semen was
such high quality that he was used for
years as a benchmark at some major AI
studs to compare other sires to for
semen quality.”
The Irish Advantage
In 1976, a monumental event in the
history of Horseshoe Creek and the entire Shorthorn breed was about to happen. A true highlight of this era was the
introduction of Irish Shorthorns into
the genetic production of the Shorthorn breed in North America.
Don Murphy, a family friend, had
just returned from a trip to England
and Ireland where he “stumbled” upon
the Deerpark and Highfield herds.
“He invited my Dad and I, as well as
Craig Andrew, to come to Regina to see
his pictures,” Grant recalls. “We spent
several hours looking at hundreds of
slides of Irish cattle on the wall of his

Horseshoe Creek is located in a mixed use farming area
with wide open prairies. The area’s annual rainfull,
including snow, is only 12 inches per year. The pasture
and hay land is feed by the creek running through the
farm and allows these Horseshoe Creek cows and
Major Leroy calves to enjoy the lush, late spring grass.

hotel room. They reminded me of pictures of my grandfather’s Shorthorns
from the early years.”
Gerald and Grant, in partnership
with Don Murphy and Craig Andrew,
imported one Shorthorn bull and two
females even though they had no registration status in any country. These genetics offered major improvements in
some areas which the Alexanders felt
their Shorthorns were lacking and became the second Shorthorn breeder in
North America to import Irish cattle.
“We felt the Irish cattle would improve testicle size and shape, improve
udder quality, and add thickness
through the rump,” Grant explains.
“They did all of these things, as well as
corrected some areas that we never saw
at the time. These cattle were far from
perfect, but they did bring much needed improvement to the cattle of the
day.”
The bull which they imported?
Highfield Irish Mist. The females
which they imported? Highfield Kate
3rd and Highfield Margaret 2nd.
With importations from Ireland in
their infancy, Grant and Gerald were
able to purchase Highfield Irish Mist
for a total investment, including travel
and quarantine costs, of only $2,000.
As more breeders began importing cattle, the price structure rose accordingly.
Four years later when they imported
IDS Duke of Dublin, the price was
$25,000 for full possession and half
semen interest.
“We could not have been more fortunate with our first Irish bull,” Grant
reflects. “Even though almost 35 years
have passed, I still consider him to be a
once in a lifetime bull. He was very
unique in many areas.”
Irish Mist was able to settle over 100
females a year in pastures almost 1,000
miles apart. Since Don Murphy lived in
northern British Columbia, Irish Mist
was trucked back and forth between the
farms.
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“He was capable of settling 7-8 females a day for long periods of time,”
Grant says. “Irish Mist never had his
feet trimmed and his feet were near
perfect in shape, which was something
quite rare for the Irish strain of cattle.”
Irish Mist may have been best known
for his daughters which had excellent
udders and were fertile and productive.
“I can’t think of many bulls that have
influenced Canadian Shorthorn pedigrees more in my lifetime than Highfield Irish Mist,” Grant says. “If you
look back in many of today’s popular
Canadian pedigrees, you probably will
find him, often many times over.” Need
proof? You will find Irish Mist eight
times in the background of Saskvalley
Pioneer 126P, the 2006 Canadian National Champion Bull.
“Both of these bulls (Ready Go and
Irish Mist) produced offspring that
showed marked improvement in rib eye
area and overall carcass quality.” Grant
notes. “We were very surprised when
we got the data on our first set of Irish
Mist offspring that were fed out. His
calves averaged 2.8 square inches more
rib eye area than any previous sire we
had tested.”

This picture of Highfield Irish Mist
was taken shortly after six months
of quarantine and travel across
Canada to arrive at Horseshoe
Creek Farms.

The third bull used to improve carcass quality was Waukaru Cinnabar. He
was purchased in the 1980 Waukaru
Sale for $11,900 and was the Reserve
Grand Champion at the 1980 World
Shorthorn Show in Calgary.
“When we combined Cinnabar with
Irish Mist females, we saw our average
rib eye area increase 3.3 square inches
over our previous averages,” Grant
states. “What we found more intriguing
was that our average REA jumped to
over 4 square inches more when we
combined the genetics of all three of
these sires. These bulls also improved
maternal traits in their daughters, a
very unusual combination as usually
carcass and maternal traits antagonize
each other.”
Focus on Shorthorn
During the 1980s, parts of Western
Canada experienced many years of devastating droughts. With little pasture
and only able to cut hay twice in an entire decade, Gerald and Grant decided
to disperse their Simmental and MaineAnjou herds and downsize their Shorthorn operation. By the early 1990s they
also decided to wind down the cattle
feeding and concentrate their efforts on
producing breeding stock.
“It was extremely hard to find good
help and it was even harder to compete
with the larger feedlots of 10,00030,000 head,” Grant notes. “We had to
either expand or wind it down. We
choose to concentrate on Shorthorns.”
While Shorthorns have been and always will be their first love, they did
opt to add some Charolais and Horned
Hereford cattle to the mix.
“Our neighbors asked if we would
lease their cows,” Grant says. “At first
we were not interested, but became interested when we found out that there
was 1,000 acres of pasture and 320
acres of hay land included in the deal.”
Selling bulls was an important goal
for Grant. The addition of the Charo-

ket in Canada closed within hours of
the announcement of the case in Alberta and stayed closed for many months.”
“While waiting for things to return
to some normality, it became clear to us
that we had to find some different
methods of marketing our genetics,”
Grant notes stating that for several
years, the US market represented approximately one-third of their gross
sales of live cattle. With the border
closed, a new or different method to
market their genetics was essential to
their survival.

Above – Industry and agriculture go
hand in hand in this part of Canada as
the Horseshoe Creek cattle graze next
to an oil well. Left – HC Secret Maid
18F is Horseshoe Creek’s first and
only donor to have provded over
$150,000 of embryos and progeny
before her death in 2008.

lais herd actually assisted in the development of the Horseshoe Creek Shorthorn bull market.
“For many years we had to sell our
females to pay the bills where breeders
of other breeds could sell their bulls to
do the same,” Grant notes. “We have
worked hard at building a bull market.
One of the things that allowed us to sell
more Shorthorn bulls was having our
Charolais in the same pens.”
They found the cattlemen coming to
look for a Charolais bull would spend
more time looking at the Shorthorns.
“Once, a buyer came to buy a
Charolais bull and asked what I wanted
for a specific Shorthorn bull,” Grant relays. “I priced the bull high since I
wanted to keep him. He left with the
Charolais, but called later to take the
Shorthorn.”
The Shorthorn Advantage
A major change and advantage for
the Shorthorn breed in Canada occurred in the 1990s when beef grading
went to a marbling based system. While
under this new system, AAA does not
necessarily mean better than AA, it
does indicate higher marbling. AAA is
the top grade.
“This was a big plus for the British
breeds of cattle,” Grant says noting
Shorthorns got another boost from
Cargill.
“A set of 105 Shorthorn and Shorthorn cross steers from one ranch received the largest premium ever paid by

Cargill (over $100 per head),” Grant
explains. “These steers all went on feed
the same day and the entire pen was
sent to slaughter on the same day.”
Fed in one of the largest feedlots in
western Canada, the group also had
one of the highest feed efficiencies in
the feedlot and over 97% graded AAA.
“Other groups of Shorthorn sired
cattle have shown similar results and
the feedlots are starting to notice what
Shorthorns can offer,” Grant states.
“This has led to Shorthorn and Shorthorn cross calves selling well in the auction markets in many areas.”
While Grant is quick to point out
that it is not a universal trend, Shorthorn cattle are being noticed by some
of the biggest feed yards.
“As a result, we are actually selling
more roan bulls. Commercial producers
want to have some roan in the hair coat
to indicate their calves are British cross,
specifically Shorthorn.”
The BSE Challenge
It’s been said that good things can
come from adversity. After dispersing
almost all of the Charolais herd, adversity was about hit Canada and the
Horseshoe Creek program. The first
case of BSE was found in Canada on
May 20, 2003.
“The BSE outbreak was devastating
for the cattle industry in Canada, but it
was especially devastating to us, as we
relied on our cattle for most of our income,” Grant states. “Every cattle mar-

ET Opportunity
“Looking back, the BSE era forced
us to become better marketers,” Grant
believes.
They decided that embryo transfer
may offer an opportunity to access the
markets which were closed to live cattle. Semen and embryos could still be
marketed to the US and many other
countries since research showed Trypsin
washed embryos were sterile and free of
all disease. Having tried ET in the
1980s with mixed results, Gerald and
Grant were not really convinced this
was the right path, but decided to take
the risk.
“Embryo transfer was not cheap and
there was no guarantee we could market the resulting embryos,” Grant reflects adding they also decided to double their advertising. “I have always believed that visibility is a key to any success in the cattle business, so we decided that in order to generate interest in
our embryo venture we would have to
promote it.”
After selecting five of their best cows
for flushing, Grant increased the
Horseshoe Creek presence in Shorthorn
Country and the Canadian Shorthorn
Report and, for the first time, ran full
color ads in Britain and Australia.
“I am still amazed at what happened
next,” Grant proclaims. “We started to
sell embryos and not just next door in
the US, but here in Canada and overseas. Within a year, these five cows were
generating over 80 percent of our income from cattle.”
One of their original donors, HC Secret Maid 18F, a daughter of CCS
Marc Drive, passed $150,000 in sales
of offspring and embryos before she
died in 2008. Another donor, Shadybrook Presto 73G, has passed $100,000
and several other donors have passed
$50,000.
“There were substantial costs involved in achieving this and my knees
would oftentimes buckle a little when I
opened an invoice from our ET center,” Grant sighs, but this provided another major incentive to do some marketing. “This was a valuable lesson to
me, as it proved that the size of your

HC FL Touchdown 123T is one of the Horseshoe Creek herd bulls
working the pasture. He is an easy calving sire with all of his
calves being born unassisted and weighing 85 lbs or less at birth.

herd was not the only factor that influenced your income.”
Grant hopes they did not use up all
of their luck when implanting that first
set of embryos in 2003. 18 embryos resulted in 17 pregnancies which resulted
in 18 heifer calves (identical heifer
calves came from an embryo that split).
“Five of the heifer calves from a flush
of HC Secret Maid 18F were sold that
fall for an average price of $5,800,”
Grant says adding that a heifer, from a
flush on New Beginnings Elsie’s Jade,
was the Reserve Grand Champion that
fall at the Canadian Western Agribition
and topped the sale at $8,000. “As our
bull market has steadily improved, we
are now hoping for as many bulls as
heifers from our best donors.”
After their early success, Gerald and
Grant added more females to the donor
herd and today have over 20 females
which have been flushed.
“We select donors on their own
merit and we try to find donors who
offer outcross genetics, with special emphasis on females with thickness, volume and overall good fleshing ability,”
Grant explains. “We feel there are lots
of breeders flushing show winners, so
we have tried to offer unique genetics.”
Of course, Grant is not opposed to
obtaining a good donor when he sees
one, regardless of her breeding.
“We do not rule out any bloodline,
as we are strong believers there are excellent cattle in all of today’s bloodlines
and there are cattle from most bloodlines that can work anywhere.”
As a result Horseshoe Creek maintains an inventory of at least 200 embryos from a wide array of genetic com-

Grant’s senior herd sire, Wolf Willow Major Leroy
1M, is producing very popular, easy fleshing,
moderated framed bulls, the most docile cattle he
has ever worked with and quality replacement
females with outstanding udders.

binations and have used some bulls
from the past with some of their best
donors of today.
“It is interesting to see the results,”
Grant notes. “A flush mating TPS
Coronet Leader 21st with Shadybrook
Presto 73G resulted in a bull calf which
sold for $5,850 to Galbreath Farms in
North Dakota.”
This was not their only success. A
full sib sold to Raymond Carnes in
Texas and this year they have seven of
the very last calves to ever be sired by
Pheasant Creek Leader 4th, the Grand
Champion Bull at the 1970 Regina
Bull Sale.
“He sold for $7,300 and was, in our
opinion, the best of the entire Leader
line,” Grant adds. “His dam was a cow
named HiWay Honeysuckle, who ranks
as one of the very best Shorthorn females I have ever seen in my lifetime.”
For these flushes, Gerald and Grant
selected their two best donors, Shadybrook Presto and B Good Red Sue 1P.
The resulting calves are solid red,
polled and had birth weights ranging
from 78-88 lbs.

“They are thick and we are having
fun watching them develop,” Grant
smiles. “I do not think we have ever
had a more even set of calves from any
sire by ET.”
Even after the borders have reopened, embryo transfer has continued
to be very important part of their operation. Horseshoe Creek has sold embryos into six countries and have received inquiries from many other countries, including Brazil, Peru, Chile and
Mongolia.
Only grade 1 embryos are frozen and
all embryos are washed to be exportable
to as many countries as possible. A key
to selling embryos internationally may
be the Horseshoe Creek guarantee.
“We offer one of the best guarantees
in the business on our embryos,” Grant
explains. “We guarantee a minimum of
a 50 percent pregnancy rate at 70 days
providing an experienced embryo technician is used. Out of several hundred
embryos sold, we have only replaced an
additional embryo on three different
occasions. We feel that our buyers
should expect to get some results for

in our breeding program and replacing
an occasional embryo, or two, is a very
inexpensive way to provide this.”
“Most of our embryos sell to people I
have never met and who have never
seen our cattle except on our website,”
Grant shares. “This is why I say that
our computer is the most important
piece of machinery on our farm. The
internet has literally made the world
our marketplace.”
A prime example for Grant of the
power of the web came as he was travelling to the Canadian Western Agribition. He received a call on his cell
phone from a Scottish cattleman whom
had previously purchased embryos.
“As I drove down the highway, we
made a deal on a group of 50 embryos,” Grant comments. “He wanted
to get these embryos shipped to Scotland very quickly, so he would find a
way to make immediate payment. Two
days later he walked up to my stall in
the barns and handed me a check. He
decided the quickest way to get the
payment to me was to fly to Regina
from Edinburgh and pay me in person.”
Marketing Opportunities
In February 2009, Grant decided to
take their ET program to a new level by
trying an online embryo sale. The
Horseshoe Creek Frozen In Time Embryo Sale was put together in less than
two weeks.
“We did not have time to advertise.
Emails and eblasts (through Shorthorn
Country & Edje Technologies) were
sent to as many Shorthorn breeders as
we could find,” Grant shares. “We had
bidders from 17 states, 7 provinces, as
well as England, Scotland, Ireland and
Australia. When the sale was over, we
had sold 54 embryos and two flushes
for a gross of $38,000 and an average of
$611/embryo. The total costs amounted to 2.8 percent of the gross.”
Probably the most exciting part was
that the following day invoices with instructions for wiring payment to their
bank were emailed to all buyers. Within 48 hours over 80 percent of the sale
proceeds were in their account.
“We also started new herds of Shorthorns in Scotland and Australia with
this sale,” Grant comments adding a
second successful sale was held in October 2009 and they plan to continue this
type of sale offering their genetics to
the world.
Three years ago, Horseshoe Creek
teamed up with Gerry and Betty Wyatt
of Kisbey, Sask., Can., and Bob Riviere,
Oakville, Ont., Can., to start the Sun
Country Shorthorn Performance Bull
Test & Sale. The Wyatts had a very successful Angus test and sale for years, but
had dispersed the Angus herd and es-

tablished a Shorthorn herd.
“We decided the only way we know
if a Shorthorn bull test and sale would
work was to give it a try,” Grant says.
“We just completed our third Sun
Country Bull Sale and the results have
been most gratifying. In the first sale,
HC Timeline 17T sold for $20,000.”
For the last two years, every Horseshoe Creek bull calf has been placed in
the test. From the 2008 calf crop, only
two bulls were not sold for breeding
and averaged almost $2,900 per bull. In
2009, they sold 30 bulls for an average
price of $2,850.
“We look at sales differently than
some,” Grant comments. “I really don’t
look at individual prices, but the total
at the end of the sale. The night before
our spring sale, I added up what I
thought might be possible. After the
sale, we had $8,000 more than my estimate and still had bulls to sell.”
Looking to the Future
Today, Horseshoe Creek is focusing
on quality more than quantity. They
currently run 190 females of which 150
are purebred Shorthorns bred to their
herd bulls. The other 40 are commercial cows used as a recipients.
“We are hoping to locate some good
co-operator herds that we can work
with to implant more embryos,” Grant
states. “We would love to find some
young breeder(s) who are trying to establish themselves and supply them
with embryos and share in the calf
crop.”
Grant believes the current Horseshoe
Creek herd bull battery is possibly their
best ever, having selected for fleshing
ease and structural soundness.
“Our senior herd sire, Wolf Willow
Major Leroy 1M, continues to do an
outstanding job,” Grant comments.
“His sons are some of the most popular
bulls we have ever produced.”
World semen rights in Major Leroy
were sold to Semex International and
more Major Leroy semen has been sold
into the Brazil market than all previous
Shorthorn sires combined.
HC FL Touchdown 123R is the
reigning Canadian National Champion
Bull. While he was born at Horseshoe
Creek, he was sold to LA Land and
Cattle Co., at two months of age.
Grant recently purchased full interest in
this K-Kim Last Call 159N son out of
an outcross dam.
Five other bulls round out the
Horseshoe Creek bull battery. Star P
Matrix 4N calves have been very popular and some of his sons have been top
selling bulls. Hillside Leader was purchased last fall from Bill Bales & Family
of Tennessee. An interest in HC Timeline 17T was retained when he was the
top selling bull in their first Sun Coun-

try Bull Sale. They are also a syndicate
owner in CYT Pure Power 859U, the
2008 US Reserve National Champion
Bull.
“When I saw Pure Power in Denver
in 2009, I was very impressed with his
flawless design and his overall thickness
and soundness,” Grant says. “His first
calves have already proved that he was a
good investment.”
Saskvalley Pioneer 126P completes
their herd sire line-up. He was lost unexpectedly before his first calves arrived.
He was the Canadian National Champion Bull in 2006. Fortunately, the
Alexanders have a sizeable semen bank
and he is being used extensively in their
ET program.
“His offspring have proven that he
was a great breeding sire,” Grant states.
“He was the first Shorthorn bull we
had owned that brought leading cattlemen from every breed into the Shorthorn barn. When he was slapped
Supreme Champion Over All Breeds at
the Lloydminster Stockade Roundup
Show, the stands went wild, as he was
obviously a crowd favorite.”
Pioneer had beat several leading bulls
of other breeds, including some which
had sold for more than $50,000.
“His loss was truly a devastating
event to us,” Grant notes.
“I feel very fortunate to have been
able to spend my life doing what I
love – raising Shorthorn cattle, being
involved in the cattle industry, and survive doing it,” Grant reflects. “There
have been many bumps and struggles
along the way, but these have only
made us stronger and more dedicated.”
While there is very little certainty in
life or the cattle business, one thing
Shorthorn breeders can be assured of is
that Shorthorn cattle will be part of
Horseshoe Creek Farms for years to
come.
“Recently, my wife, Chris, asked me
how long I expected to continue to
raise Shorthorns. I replied that she
should probably expect to have some
Shorthorns to disperse whenever I died.
I can not imagine not having some
Shorthorn cows in my life.”

